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INTRODUCTION
According to Yaiiui [19] , the genesis of hurricanes (typhoons) consists of three distinct stages, the wave stage, the warming stage, and the developing stage. I n the wave stage, a distinct perturbation, but not a closed vortes, is found in the lower tropospheric easterlies. Ascent occurs in the cold air and the origin of the perturbationkinetic encrgy is probably the kinetic energy of the basic current. I n the warming stage, the temperature rises in the region of ascent and the disturbance becomes warm core. This warming is produced by the release of latent heat in a large number of conirective clouds which are embedded in the synoptic-scalc circulation. I n the developing stage, there is a sudden fall of sea level pressure and a rapid generation of large amounts of rotational kinetic energy.
l h e purpose of this paper is to report on a series of numerical experiments which were intended to simulate the later portions of the warming stage and the early aspects of the developing stage. To formulate the experiment, it is necessary, a t the very least, to have a fairly clear qualitative picture of the physical processes which are to be modeled. The warming and developing stages are idealized as follows.
We assume the initial state to be a weak, cyclonic vortex which is symmetrical. This vortex is assumed to be stable with respect to dry adiabatic, nonviscous dis- A large number of convectivc clouds are embedded in this initial vortex. In each of these clouds, there is pseudo-adiabatic ascent through a condition ally unstable atmosphere. The clouds arc organized with respect to the vortex and forni a definitc cloud system. As postulated by Yanai [19] , the cloud system plays two important roles in the intensification of the vortex: (1) it builds a strong warm core and (2) it modifies the lapse rate which is initially conditionally unstable so that it becomes neutral with respect to pseudo-adiabatic ascent. T;l'hen the second of these niodifications has been completed, the vortex, on the average, is statically stable since regions not included in the cloud system are considered regions of dry descent. At this time, due to increased baroclinicity, the stability criterion (iii) may no longer be valid ( W / b p taken negative). Yanai [19] suggests that if this occurs, the vortex may become unstable with respect to largescale meridional circulations and that overturning, similar to that of tlie upper Hndley regime [SI, may occur. This initiates the developing stage.
Although the release of latent heat and the ascent associated with it occur in individual clouds, it should be possible to treat the net efTect of the cloud system as n larger-scale, pseudo-adiabatic ascent. This point of view is generdly adopted in empirical studies (see, for example, 113, 14, 1.51). However, the concept of a large-scale, pseudo-adiabatic ascent leads to serious difficulties in numerical experiments [5, 181. The inasimuni growth rate for pseudo-adiabatic disturbances embedded in a syininetrical vortex occurs at the cloud scale when the atmospheric stratification is conditionally unstable [7, 10, 191 . Furthermore, the growth rates for these small-scde disturbances are extremely large. As a result, though the initial conditions contain only large-scale features, smallscale disturbances wliicli are generated by truncation errors, round-off errors, and nonlinear interactions exhibit rapid growth. In the experiments performed by Kasahara [5] and Syolio [18] , the large-scale circulations were completely overwhelmed by the smnller-scale ones in a few hours.
It would, therefore, seen1 desirable to alter the governing differential equations such thitt the growth rates of the cloud-scale motions would be substantially reduced. This alteration should not, however, destroy the ability for large-scale, pseudo-adiabatic motion to generate warm cores and neutral lapse rcttes. Since the instability under discussion is essentially ;I gravittLtiona1 one [I 11 , requirement of a balance between the pressure field and the rotational component of the wind should lead to its eliminatiou. Kuo [9] has shown that motion which is in hydrostatic and gradien t-wind balnnce cannot eshibit gmvitiitionrtl instttbility. Utilization of this filter, however, makes it necessary to solve tin extremely coniplicated diagnostic equation at each tinie step ol' K nuniericd integration (see Eliassen [I, 2 , 31). Furthermore, this diagnostic equation becomes hyperbolic when the stability criterion (iii) becomes invalid. This precludes tlie possibility of continuing tlie esperimen t into the developing stage. We have, theresore, not adopted the gradientwind filter.
Kuo [9] and Kasahara [6] have shown that lateral-eddy mixing will decrease tQe cloud-scale growth rates and shift the mnxirnurn growth rate toward the larger scales of' motion. Since luteral mixing terms act in a fashion analogous to entrainment, their inclusion in a model is not unreasonable. Kuo [9] , however, felt that the coefficient / of eddy viscosity nceded to produce the desired effect was much too large to be realistic. Kasahnra's model [5] and Syofio's model IlS] both contained lateral mixing terms. Apparently, the coefficients were too small to provide significant alterations in the growth-rate spectrum. Tn t i second series of esperiments, l<usahnra [6] varied the lateral mixing coefficient in a manner such that disturbances of a desired scale were dominant. One of these experiments, carried to about 2 hours of' real time, yielded results which seemed ftiirly reasonable. Our experience, however, indicates that large coefficients of lateral mixing produce a drastic damping of the rotational wind.
Jn the integrations which we have performed, gravitational instability is controlled, to a certain estent, by truiication error. Jn any numerical experiment, motions snialler in scale than twice the distance between grid points are automatically eliminated since they cannot be represented on the mesh. The growth-rate spectrum for gravitational instability (see, for example, [9, 111) shows that growth rates decrease rapidly as the scale increases beyond the scale of maximuni growth rate. This suggests that intensification due to gravitational instttbility may be controlled by adoption of a coarse rttdial mesh. By use of t i radial increment of 40 kni., we have eliminated disturbmces with scales less thitn SO kin. Although the physical significance of this procedure is not clear, it would seem that the approach taken is related to the utilization of a coefficient of lateral niixing whose mngnitude is dependent on scale. For scales less than SO km., the lateral mixing coefficient would be considered infinite. At a scale of SO kin., the coefficient is imagined to be of moderate magnitude. The coefficient is envisioned to decrease rapidly as the scttlc increases beyond 80 kin.
Based on the intcgrntions performed by Kasahara 151 and Syoiio [IS] and on the various linenr analyses which are avnilable [6, 7, 9, 10, 191 , one would expect the dominant scale in this system to be netu 80 kin. i S the initial state is barotropic. IE baroclinicity is present tind if the growth rate for gravitutiond instability a t a scale of SO kin. is relatively small, one might expect the doniinant disturbance to have ii scale in excess of SO kni. The numerical integrations discussed in section 6 indicate that the dominant mode occurs at a scale significantly greater thrtn SO kin. I n essence, the coarse radial increment eliminates the enoriiious growth rrites due to gravitational instability on a sniall scale which were present in the calculations performed by Kasahura This r~pproach, though arbitrary, produces the desired result. As stated earlier, we wish to include the net effect of the cloud system but not the individual clouds. The cloud systein varies more slowly and has a net ascent which is far less than that of individual clouds. I n effect, we treat the cloud system us an enormous, slowly varying, moderately intense cloud. (9) where ps= the density of the mean tropical atmosphere, K.=the kinematic coefficient of eddy viscosity for vertical inntic coefficient of eddy viscosity for lateral mixing (a constant).
The heating function, H, is assumed to result froni pseudo-adiabatic release of latent heat in ascending air and froni eddy dsusivity. Therefore, where L=the latent lietit ol' vaporization for wiiter substance, q,=the saturation specific humidity of the mean tropical atmosphere, and y = l for ascent, 0 for descent. Note that the coefficients of eddy viscosity and diffusivity have been assumed equal. Also, we neglect clinnges of phase other than the condensation ol water vapor; fusion and subliination are not allowed. Finally, all ascending air is assumed saturated with water vapor. This eliminates the need to include an equation of continuity for water vapor.
The relative angular momentum per unit niass is given "=me. (11) by Let the function $ be defined by Equations (8) , (9), (lo), (ll) , and (12) allow us to write (l), (2), (3), and (4), respectively, as
(13) r br r Equation (7) is simplified to read W b )
1 a* p,r dr w=--mixing (at most a function of height), and KH=the kine-
where I) is the Stokes stream function. Equation (14) is multiplicd by psr and then differentiated with respect to z. By use of (lSa), this sequence of operations yields where C, is the drag cocfficient (assurncd constant) ; T,,, is the temperature of the sea surface (also assumed constant) ; T, is the temperature of the mean tropical atmosphere.
tempcrature from mean tropical conditions must vanish a t the upper boundary such that the actual sounding becoIncs tangent to the mean sounding. B y use of (31, p,rr=-( p,Kz -: ; . ) +--pSKH ( r --2rvr brv b z r br br (20) Equations (30) and (31) require that the departure of the Equations (13), (15) , (IG), (I&), (ISb), and (Ig), together wit,h suitablc boundary conditions, form a closed $, or, W, tLnd I).
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
We trcat the air enclosed in a cylinder of radius 1000 km. which is bounded vertically by mean sea level and the 100-nib. surface. The lattcr is considcrcd level and rigid (an wherc h is the 100-nib. height. T o isolate the systcin, o, is set to zero a t thc outer radius. Since the system is closed and synimctrical, thc curve, r=O, z=O, r=1000 km., z=h, in a n y iiicridiontil cross-scction, must bc a strcnmlinc. This is whieved by the requirements,
for r=O, r=1000 kin., z=O, z=h.
conditions are also imposed:
I n addition to (21), (22), (23), and (24), thc following
INITIAL CONDITIONS
We assume the initial temperature to be given as a function of r and z. The hydrostatic cquation is thcn integrated downward from thc 100-nib. surface to obttxiii the initial pressurc field. Thc tangential wind, at thc initial instant, is assunied to bc in gradicnt balance. It may, thcrcfore, be calculated dircctly from the tempcrature and pressure fields.
All that need now be establishcd is the initial distribution of I). This is obtained from a diagnostic scheme first presentcd by Eliiisscn [I, 2, 31 and rcccntly applied to tropical cyclones by Estoque [4] . Our adaptation of this procedurc is discussed elsewherc [ 171.
(25)
FINITE-DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS z=o
A rectangular grid, consisting of 31 points (rows) in the vertical direction spaced a t 550-111. intervals and 26 points (columns) in the radial direction spaced t i t 40-km. intervals, was adopted. Forward time differences were (27) used. TO maintain computational stability, space derivatives in advective terms were calculated from noncentered, (2s) upstreniii differences. This is the Lelevier (see [16] ) scheme which Kasahara [5, 61 also employed. This differencing scheme is a damping one [12] . Short-wave components are damped most heavily [la] .
To start the computation, I) is forecast from the differ-
(T-T,) z=h=O
(30) ence analog to (19) . I n view of (23) and (24), equation (29) and (26).
The contribution to p s r r by lateral mixing may be written
The first term is treated in a fashion analogous to that of the vertical mixing term. Since psrr is not calculated a t r=O and r=lOOO km., no special conditions on the lateral mixing terms are needed. The second tcrni in (40) has the form of a radial advection by a positive vr. It is, therefore, evaluated by a noncentered, inward difference ovcr a single radial interval.
After calculation of the right side of (19) Theref ore, In view of (42) and the symnictry of the motion, an appropriate expression for w (~+ ' ) a t r=O is n Since, a t intcrnal grid points, w is calculatcd from a ccntcred differencc over 2Ar, the smallest-scalc pcrturbation which can appear in the w-field has wavelength 3Ar.
When the calculation of +(n+'), v,(~+'), and w (~+ ' )
has been completed, A@'+') is obtained from the diecrence analog to (13) . The advective terms are calculated from ~(~+ l ) , and Again, nonccntcrcd, upstream differences over a single space incrcmcnt are uscd.
is uscd in the calculation of thc Coriolis tcrni. The viscous tcrnis in cquation (13) arc cdculated from finite diffcrencc expressions which arc similar to those used in the computation of p s r r . Equations (25) and (28) are used in the evaluation of the vertical mixing term at the lower and upper boundaries respectively. ,4t r=O, all terms in equation (13) vanish. However, a t r= 1000 km., the lateral mixing tcrm must be evaluated and equation (33) is used for this purpose. Mtfl+') is obtained from (44) With the exceptions noted below, the finite-difference treatment of equation (16) is identical to that of equation (13) . At z=O (2=h), equation (27) (equation 34) is employed in the citlculation of the vertical mixin, e term. At r=1000 km., the lateral mixing term is given by equation ( 3 2 ) . For r=O
From equations (36) and (45), we obtain I n view of the symmetry of systein, Finally, + ( n + l ) is calculated from a trapezoidal integration of (15) which progresses downward from the upper boundary (assumed to have a uniform pressure of 100 rnb.). Since the time variations of 4 are not calculated directly from the equation of continuity, the radial average of the sea level pressure (a measure of the total mass o l the system) is not conserved. This inconsistency stems directly from the combined effect of the hydrostatic assumption and the neglect of bp/bt in the continuity equation.
The requirement that the systeiii of difference equations described above be coniputationally stable with respect to linear processes leads to essentially t,he sanie criterion as that given b y Kasahara [5] . For a radial increment of 40 kni. and with allowance for radial winds as strong as 60 m. set.-' (not to be expected, of course, in a real hurricane), we find that At should be no longer than about 200 sec. I n actuality, a At of 2 min. was used which provides for some degree of coniputational damping.
RESULTS
The initial temperature field ( fig. l a ) The initial meridional circulation (figs. 2b, 2c, and 2d) was obtained as described in section 4 and in [17] . The meridional circulation shown b y figure 2 is that obtained in Experinient I1 of [17] . The appropriate parameters are KH=O, CD=2.5X10-1, f=5X10-5 set.-' (20' N.), T,,,=299.4" K. (the same value as the initial sea level air temperature). a t z=O, zero a t z=h, and varies linearly between these levels.
(baslbz) * K, is 10 ni.2 sec.
The calculntions described below were performed on the G.E. 225 computer a t the National Hurricime Center. Since internal storage is limited in this computer, diagnostic calculations of 1c. are extremely expensi1-e (about the same cost as a 24-hr. integration of the prognostic model). For reasons of economy, the same initial nieridi o n d circulation (that shown in figs. 2b, 2c, rmd 2d) was employed in all experiments despite the fact that various parameters were varied from the values givcn in the preceding paragraph.
The initial conditions shown b y figures 1 and 2 satisfy the stability criteria (i), (ii), and (iii). Hence, if a nonviscous, dry adiabatic integration were to be performed, we would expect the solution to exhibit stable oscillations.
As an experimental control, we performed such an intergration (r=O, K,=O, K,=O, CD=O). J t is designated as Experiment T. The evolution of the meridional streanilines is shown b y figure 3 .
The oscillatory nature of the motion is clenr. We note, especially in the upper troposphere, the presence of lurgescale, rapidly moving inertia-gravity disturbnnces. set.-'. The horizontal area over which ascent prevails is considerably narrower than i t was initially. I n the lower levels, the radial velocities ( fig. 6b) show n o significant changes at radii greater than 200 kin. Tnward of 200 km., h o w e~e r , outflow has replaced inflow. This is consistent with the subsidence which has developed a t the vortex center. Aloft, close to the center, inflow, which feeds the descending current, is found. Warming, due to the release of latent heat in the ascending air, is clearly sliown in the temperature field ( fig. 6c) . A t sea level, cooling has occurred in response to adiabatic inflow. By two hours, the central pressure ( fig. 10 ) has decreased to 998 nib. This deepening hiis been produced b y dry adiabatic subsidence near the vortex center. The tangential winds ( fig. 6d ) have strengthened in the low layers. The maximum I U~ is now 22.5 ni. sec.-l as compared to 15.3 initially. Some By four hours, the width of the innin ascending current Thcse are produced by outflow at constant absolute ( fig. 7n) lins become even smaller. However, the distance angular momentum and, to n much lesser degree, by between the two iiinsiiiia of subsidence remains 200 km. truncation error.
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The mt~ximurn upward motion is 96 cm. sec.-l Low-level In the high troposphere, the layer of negative 1;g has continued to develop. After six hours, the upmard vertical motions ( fig. 8a ) are still stronger. The largest positivc w is 295 cin. sec.-1 The subsidence close to tlie vortex center has also intensified; descent ns strong as 90 cm. sec.-l is present. A significant feitturc is the increase in tlie width of the ascending current which has occurred between four and SLY hours. The distance between the two centers of maximum descent is now 320 Iini. (SAY). Soundings through the ascending air (not reproduced here) sliow tlie lapse rate to be very nearly the process lapse rate except in the low layers where soiiie conditional instability is still present. I n the high troposphere, soiiie absolute stability still prevails.
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The increase in scale of the vertical motion pattcrn is, therefore, a reflection of the decreased grarittitional instability coupled with a simultancous increixse in the baroclinicity ( fig. 8c) . Also of importance is n decrease in the rotational stability evidenced by increasing anticyclonic shear in the low levels and increasing anticyclonic rotation in the upper levels ( fig. 8d) . Dcspite R moderate loss of A l a due to truncation error, Ma is nowhere negative in the results which me h a r e obtained. Hence, the criterion for rotational stability becomes, Again, however, these small-scale features certainly w e not dominant. In the pressure profile ( fig. lo) , for esample, a distinct large-scale pattern clearly stands out from the small-scale oscillations. B y eight hours ( fig. 9 ), a drastic change in the character of the system has taken place. This change reflects the fact that gravitational instability is no longer of importance. The lapse rate in the ascending air has become statically neutral except in the very high troposphere where it continues to be unconditionally stable. The combined effects of baroclinic instability (see fig. 9c ), weak inertial stability in the low layers, and some inertial instability in the high troposphere (see fig. 9d ) are now the important factors. The column ol' ascending air ( fig. 9a ) has become, without question, a 1n.rge-sc:tle feature. A narrow column of intense descent is found a t the vortex center. The small-scale features in tlie temperature field ( fig. 9c ), the field of ( fig. 9d) , ancl the sea level pressure profile ( fig. 10) have, for the most part, vanished. The radial velocities ( fig. 9b) show deep layers of intense inflow and outflow. These radial velocities, as well as the subsidence at the vortex center, are, of course, much too intense to be realistic. The central pressure of the system ( fig. 10 ) is now 945 nib. and the maximum ug ( fig. 9d ) is 55 in. set.-' Note that the region of this maxiinurn has migrated in toward tlie storm center. Figure 11 shows semi-logarithnnic, tiine-plo ts of the niaximum w and the maximum vug. We note that betwecn one ancl five hours, v g and w both tend to follow exponential growth laws. Over this period, the growth rate for w is 2.4 x loL4 set.-' This growth rate agrces fairly well (scc, lor example, [Ill) with what one woulcl expect from linear theory for a barotropic base state with gravitational instability a t a wavelength of about 200 kin. The growth rate for vg, between one and five hours, is 5.3 X set.-' The difference between these growth rates would seem to indicate that nonlineur m d baroclinic mechanisms play a much more important role in determining than in cletermining w. It woulcl also seem that the departure fronl the exponential growth law, which takes place after five hours, indicates a fundanientsl change in the dominant physical mechanisms.
Tn comparison to real hurricanes, Experiment I1 shows deepening which is much too rapid ; the central pressure clecreased 55 nib. in eight hours. Also, the meridional circultltion is much too intense; it is highly doubtful that outflow of 35 ni. set.-' or subsidence on the order of 200 cin. set.-' would ever be found in a real storm. To assess the effect of friction on the developiiient of the system, the experiments described by table 1 were performed. Each of these calculations was carried to five hours. After five hours, vertical motions and upper-level outflow are considerably wcaker than in thc previous experiments. The maxiniuni t10 and the lowcst sea level pressure vary only slightly from their initial values. Note that the inaximurn low-level inflow and the inaxirnum vug are approximately equal. Espcrinlent VI was continucd to 10 hours. The tendency to producc liiasiniurn zlg and maximum inflow of approxiinatcly the same magnitude continucd during this time. At 10 hours, both of these quantities are about 30 m. set.-' I n suniniary, K H = 5 X IO5 m.* set.-' eliminates the short-wave components and Nevertheless, the meridional circulatioii ultimately does become too strong. Furthcrniore, &=5x lo5 In.' set.-' tends to produce a system in which the kinetic energy, a t slows thc development of the meridional circul a t' 1011. low levcls, is distributed about equally betwccn the rotational and divergent components of the wind.
Our last integration, designated Experinlent VII, was identical to Experiment T I with the exception that the wet static stability, (be/bz) + (rL/+) (bq,/bz) in equation (16) , was multiplied by 0.75 when w was positive. The factor of 0.75 attempts to take into account effects (such as the evaporation of falling rain) which prevent the occurrence of the pseudo-adiabatic process in nature.
The evolution given by Experiment VII, with a lag of a few hours, is very much like that given by Experiment 11. The state of the vortex after nine hours of Experiment VI1 is shown by figure 12. We will compare these results to those of Experiment 11 at eight hours. The largescale aspects of the two verticirl motion patterns (figs. 9tt and 1%) are strikingly similar. Strongest ascent in Experiment VI1 is 116 cm. set.-', compared to 131 cni. set.-' in Experiment 11. T n Experiment VII, ascent as great as 78 cm. sec.-' occurs a t the vortex center. This is in contrast to intense subsidence found here in Experinient 11. Experinlent VI1 does show some fairly strong subsidence between 40 and 80 kin. I n this region, downward vertical motions are as la,rge as 46 cm. set.-'. As n result of the continued presence of conditional instability in Experiment VI1 which, in turn, is the result of tlie weaker ascent and lower rate of heating in this experiment, the main rising current is considerably narrower than in Experiment 11. fig. 12d ), shows an extremely close resemblance to its value a t six hours in Experiment I1
( fig. 8d) . The pressure profiles for Experiment VI1 are shown by figure 13 . As has been the case with all experiments, development in Experiment. VI1 takes place much too rapidly and the meridional circulation is much too strong.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In Experiment 11, n vortex which was initially fairly weak intensified and surpassed hurricane i n t e n s i t y by a considerable margin. This intensification occurred much too rapidly and the meridional circulation which evolved was much too intense. When ground friction and vertical mixing were added, the meridional circulation became even more intense and the pressure field deepened even more rapidly. Lateral mixing tended to slow down the development of the system. However, as shown by Experiment VI, this provided only a temporary delay in the generation of an unacceptably intense meridional circulation.
It appears that the over-xedous intensification of the vortex is due to a basic flaw in the design of the experiment. One obvious source of this difficulty is the assumption that all ascending air is saturated with water vapor. This, of course, can be remedied by including an equation of continuity for water vapor. A second possible difficulty is the requirement that the upper boundary be rigid and isobaric., If the tropopause over the storm center were allowed to rise as the system develops, pressures would drop less rapidly, the development would proceed more slowly, and the meridional velocities might not reach the enormous values obtained in the experiments described above.
